We introduce a new method for generating text, and in particular song lyrics, based on the speech-like acoustic qualities of a given audio file. We repurpose a vocal source separation algorithm and an acoustic model trained to recognize isolated speech, instead inputting instrumental music or environmental sounds. Feeding the "mistakes" of the vocal separator into the recognizer, we obtain a transcription of words imagined to be spoken in the input audio. We describe the key components of our approach, present initial analysis, and discuss the potential of the method for machine-in-the-loop collaboration in creative applications.
Introduction
In songwriting and music composition, artists often develop their work through cycles of experimentation and feedback. A composer may start by recording one instrument, later adding new parts or lyrics inspired by listening back to the first part. As with many creative endeavors, feedback cycles like this sometimes result in writer's block. A growing body of work on machine-in-the-loop frameworks [1, 2] seeks to assist artists in these situations by developing intelligent systems that surface possible variations or additions to the current state of the work. To serve as a useful creative tool in practice, a computer system should make contributions that are related to the existing work along some dimension, but which still have enough diversity or randomness to be sufficiently different from the ideas already developed by the user [1] . Depending on the task, this can be a difficult balance to strike.
In this work, we explore the case of lyric generation in songs. In practice, an important aspect of good lyric writing is the match between the words and the music, both sonically and semantically [3] ; evidence suggests that even grammatically incorrect English lyrics written by non-native speakers have achieved great commercial success because of the way in which the sound of the words fits with the music [4] . A system for lyric generation, then, should stand to benefit from some mechanism for taking a musical context into account. While previous work on lyric generation has considered melodies as context [5] , other connections between sound and lyric have yet to be explored computationally. Drawing on the tradition of assisted orchestration in music [6, 7] , we use machine learning to uncover latent lyrical qualities inherent to sounds.
Method
Our method consists of a three-stage pipeline. Given an audio file, we apply, in order, (1) a vocal source separation algorithm, (2) a phoneme recognizer trained on clean speech, and (3) a language model trained on song lyrics. Figure 1 displays the series of transformations we use to generate text based on a sound. Additional implementation details can be found along with our code, which is available at https://github.com/jrgillick/imagined-lyrics.
Vocal Source Separation
We employ the REPET-SIM music/voice separation algorithm [8] using the implementation in the Librosa library [9] . This approach is based on the assumption that vocal 33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2019), Vancouver, Canada. sounds in recorded music appear in the foreground, demonstrating different patterns of repetition over short time frames than background instrumentation. When applied outside of its intended context, the algorithm tends to extract artifacts that, to our ears, have speech-like characteristics.
Phoneme Recognition Most Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems attempt to filter out any audio that is not speech; a good ASR system will not transcribe anything when given music or environmental sounds. For our purposes, however, we are specifically interested in obtaining transcriptions for non-speech audio (which would be considered false positives in ASR). To this end, we train an RNN-based acoustic model to recognize phonemes in the LibriSpeech corpus [10] . Importantly, every training example we provide contains at least 5 phonemes, and we do not employ any additional methods to teach the model to discriminate between speech and non-speech sounds.
Phoneme to Word Decoder The final step in the process is to decode the phonemes from the output of the acoustic model into words. Here, we train a sequence-to-sequence model on lines and couplets from the Metrolyrics database, 1 using the CMU pronunciation dictionary [11] to break words into phonemes. During training, we randomly replace or drop out some of the ground truth phonemes in order to better approximate the noisy output of our acoustic model. By replacing the text data in this model, the system could be adapted to target a different style of text. Table 1 : Examples of lyrics generated based on different sounds.
Input Sound Lyric Samples
Shaker "Since sound and sun since innocence" "So this sense thats sense standin" Bells "Artist noticing artist testing" "Exhibit in images is tearing" Birds "Happy the alley on one what will" "Lil little wayne will live when i live" Music "Tied wasted beside another dance we invented"
"Healing howls understands relentlessly losers souls"
Discussion
In initial experiments with a few different types of audio inputs, we find that (1) our method produces very different outputs for different types of sounds, and (2), subjectively speaking, the generated lyrics appear related to the timbre and prosody of the given sound. For example, inputting a recording of a high-frequency shaker yields lyrics emphasizing the letter "S". Often, the stressed syllables in the lyrics match up with the rhythm of the audio; this effect can be heard especially clearly when we apply our method to a recording of a musical instrument with speech-influenced phrasing, such as Peter Frampton's Talkbox-processed guitar. 2 These observations suggest that the methods introduced here hold the potential for creative use. In future work, we hope to further expand the system to include an interactive interface in order to facilitate user studies.
Any text generation application that learns from data runs the risk of producing biased or offensive content reflective of the training data-our work, which learns a language model from song lyrics, is no exception. One approach that we implement is to moderate the words shown to our language model based on a list of keywords 3 ; a downside of this moderation is the potential for increased bias as a side effect of the content filter. Recent work in modeling the intentions of vulgar expressions has shown promise for more nuanced profanity filtering or hate speech detection [12] , and as these approaches improve, they present one path toward better automated moderation when working on text generation. In addition to biased or offensive content, the other common ethical concern when working with material like lyrics is the potential for plagiarism. In our setting, one of the reasons we choose to work with arbitrary audio inputs is to explicitly condition the language model with a strong signal which, intuitively, should make it difficult to copy from the training set; still, more work is needed to determine the extent to which the audio conditioning reduces plagiarism.
